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CONSERVATION. WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00391
WITHDRAWN FROM NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION• WAYS
ANO MEANS; R EFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE. IDEN.ISJM 0 /COMPARE BILL PASSED,
REFEP TO HB 294 CCH. 80-3561
o,,z1,ao
06/06/80 SENATE

H 1698 GENERAL BILL BY TOURISM t ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND OTHERS !IDENTICAL
rs,s 1 2101
TOURISM & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT; AUTHORIZES COMMERCE DEPT. TO ESTABLISH &
OPERATE OFFICES IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES; PROVIDES EXEMPTIONS FROM GENERAL
LAW PE LEASING & PURCHASING; REQUIRES APPROVAL BY GOVERNOR TO EXERCISE
SU CH EXEMPTIONS; REOUIPES REPORT TO LEGISLATURE. CREATES 288.012.
EFFECTIVE one, 07/09/80.
05/14/80 HOUSE I NTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00454
05/15/80 t«lUSE WITHORAWN FROM CALENDAR, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS -HJ 00474
05/22/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE• PLACED ON CALEN DAR BY
GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -HJ 00558
05/28/80 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALEN DAR
06/04/80 HOUSE PEAD SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; P EAD THIRD TIMF;
5 -HJ 01103
PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 83 NAYS
06/05/80 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE; WITHDRAWN FROM
COMMERCE; SUBSTITUTED FOP SB 1270; PASSED; YEAS 32
NAYS
O -SJ 00760
06/07/80 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLED
06/25/80 tlOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO G OVERNOR
07/09/80
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-401

H 1699 GENERAL BILL BY TRANSPORTATION (COMPARE S 09791
WPECKER CALL ALLOCATION; RE MAINTENANCE OF APPROVED WRECKER SYS. OF ClLL
ALLOCATION; PROVIDES AUTHORITY TO FHP FOR MAINTENANCE OF SUCH LISTS FOR
ClLL TO ACCIDENTS OR REMOVAL OF A8ANOONEO VEHICLES WtlEN OWNER OP
OPERATOR JS INCAPACITATED, UNAVAILABLE OR LEAVES DECISION TO OF�ICEP,
ETC. AMENCS 321.0510 EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/09/80.
05/14/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00454
05/23/80 HOUSE REAO SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; READ THIRD TIME;
PASSED AS AM ENDED; YEAS 93 NAYS
l -tlJ 00623;
IMMEDIATELY CERTIFIED
05127/80 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION, COMMERCE
SJ 00391
05/29/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00481; NOW IN
COMMERCE
06/05/80 SENATE COMM. REPOPT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMERCE
-SJ 00809
06/06/80 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; PASSED; YEAS 32 NAYS
O -SJ 00998
06/07/80 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLED
06/25/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
07/09/80
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-402
H 1700 GENERAL BILL BY COMf,\JNITY AFFAIRS (SIMILAR S 09891
11.JNJCIPAL ANNEXATION; DEFINES TERM •ENCLAVE•; PROVIDES FOP ANNEXATION OF
ENCLAVES BY MUNICIPALITIES; REQUIRES FILING OF REDEFINED MUNICIPAL
BOUNDA RIES WITH STATE DEPARTMENT. AMENDS 1 71.031; C REATES 171.0460
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
05/14/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00454
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
ti 1701 GENERAL BILL BY INSURANCE
INSURANCE; R EMOVES CURRENT RESTRICTION PROVIDING THAT ONLY INSURANCE
COMPANY EMPLOYEES MAY OBTAIN LIMITED LICENSES AS AOJUSTEPS. AMENDS
626.869.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
05/14/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00454
05/26/80 HOUSE PEAD SECOND TIME; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 1 07
NAYS
O -HJ 00651
05/28/80 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00404
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM COMMERCE; REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR
-SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENnE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR

.,.,.,..
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H 1702 GENERAL BILL BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS ( SIMILAR ENG/S 0415, S 11491
STATE GOVERNHFNTI REDEFINES TERM •OPERATING CAPITAL OUTLAY• RE STATE LAW
DEALING WITH PLANNING AND BUDGETING; REOEFlNFS TERM •PROPERTY• PE STATE
LAW DEALING WITH S TATE-OWNED TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY. AMENDS 216.011,
273.02 EFFECTIVE DATE: 10101110.
05/14/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00454
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, lOEN.ISIMo/COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO SB 415 fCHo 80-3801

H 1703 GENERAL BJLL BY 8ELL ( COMPARE ENG/H 00251
HFALTH SERVICES; CLARIFIES PROVISION RE CERTIFICATES OF AUTHORITY ISSUED
TO CERTAIN FACILITIES eY INSURANCE DfPT. AMENDS 651.021131 AS CREATED
BY H 25, CH. 80-13. EFFECTIVE OATE: 06/07180.
05/13/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME; READ
THIPO TIME; PASSED; YEAS 102 NAYS
l •HJ 00427;
IMMEDIATELY CERTIFIED
05/14/80 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO HEALTH ANO REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES -SJ 00305; WITHDRAWN FROM HEALTH ANO
REHABILITATIVE SERVICES -SJ 00306; PLACED ON CALENDAR
05/29/80 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL OPCER C ALENDAR; PASSED; YEAS 39 NAYS
0 -SJ 00484
06/02/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -HJ 00961
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTEP NO. 80-73
06/07/80
H 1704 RE SOLUTIQN BY HALL, JOHNSON, R 0 C 0 ANO OTHERS
PAUL BRENT; EXPRESSES THANKS TO MR. PAUL BRENT FOR THE GIFT OF ONE OF
HIS PAINT INGS TO THE ART COLLFCTJON OF THE FLORIDA HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES .
05/14/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALEND AR -HJ 00454
05/20/80 HOUSE �EAO SECOND TIME; ADOPTED. -HJ 00497

ti 1705 GENERAL BI LL BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS I SI MILAR S 12851
CLAIMS AGAINST STATE EMPLOYEES; PROVI DES THAT AN OFFICER, EMPLOYEE OR
AGENT OF STATE SHALL NOT BE PERSONALLY LIABLE OR NAMED IN ANY ACTION FOR
INJURIES OR OMISSIONS WHICH ARISE A S RESULT OF ANY ACT, EVENT OR
OM ISSION OF ACTION IN SCOPE OF HIS EMPLOYMENT• ETC. AMENDS 768.28,
1110 07,.071. EFFECTIVE DATE: 06/30/80.
05/14/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00454
05/28180 tlOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; WITHDRAWN FROM
,
CALENDAR, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -HJ 00821
05/29/80 HOUSE WITH0RAWN FROM JUDICIARY -tlJ 00824; P LACED ON SPFCIAL
ORDER CAL ENDAR
06/03/80 HOUSE R EAD SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; READ THIRD TIME ;
P ASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 78 NAY S 24 -HJ 00991
06104/80 SENATE RECEIVED. REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, WAYS ANO
MEANS -SJ 00694; WITHDRAWN FROM GOVFRNMENUL
OPERATIONS, WAYS AND MEAN S; SUBSTITUTED FOP $8 1285;
PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 37 NAYS
O -SJ 00695
06/06/80 HOUSE CONCURRED; PASSED AS FURTHEP AMENDED; YEAS 76 NAYS 27
-HJ 01299; ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
06/25/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVFRNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-271
06/30/80

H 1706 GENERAL BILL BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS CIDENTICAL S 07791
WAGE DEDUCTIONS/PUB. OFF1CERS/EMPS; PROVIDES I NTEREST EARNED FROM MONEYS
DEPOSITED IN SAVINGS TRUST ACCOUNT g FEES PAIO TO STl>TE FOR
ADMINISTERING STATE SAVINGS BONDS PROGRAM MAY BE USED FOR ADMINISTRATION
OF SUCH PROGRAM; SPECIFIES WHEN BONDS ARE TO BE PURCHlSED. AMENDS
215.28. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/14/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00454
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
H 1707 LOCAL Bill BY MYERS
LOXAHATCHEE RIVER ENVIRONMENTAL DIST.; (PALM BEACH & M ARTIN co.I
STAGGERS TERMS OF BOARD MEMBEPS; PROVIDES FOP 2 YEAR TERMS WITH 3
MEM8ERS ELECTED IN EVEN NUMBERED YEARS g 2 M EMBERS ELECTED IN ODO
NUMBERED YEARS; PROVIDES FOR DISTRICT ELECTIONS. EFFECTIVE DATE:
07 /05/80.
05/15/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00474
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

OT,So,eo

TRAFFIC COHTROLJ A UTHORIZES ORIVEII OF MOTOR VEHICLE TO PROCEED AFTER
STOPPING AT TRA FFIC LIGHT UNDER SPECIFIED CIRCUMSTANCES. AMENDS
316.075.
EFFECTIVE OATEr 10/01/80.
05/02/10 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00215
05/12/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TINE GRANTED CONNITTEE TRANSPORTATION
05/23/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE T RANSPORTATION
05/26/80 SENATE COHN. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY TllANSPORTATJON -SJ 00409
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM CALENDAR, REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR
-SJ 01010
06/07180 SENATE OlEO IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
S 1280 GENERAL BILL BY CHAMBERLIN
CRIME PREVENTION ; REQUIRES BUREAU OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE ASSISTANCE OF
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS DEPT. TO MONITOR t EVALUATE PROGRAMS FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF PJLOT PROJECTS FOR VOLUNTARY CITIZEN NEIGHBORHOOD PATROLS. AMENDS
23.154. APPROPRIATION: 150,000. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/800
05/02/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, WAYS AN O ME ANS -SJ 00215
05/13/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/26/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TJME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER
AFFAIRS, WAYS ANO MEANS; REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR
-SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR
S 1281 GENfRAl BILL BY THOMAS
OPTICIANRY; PROHIBITS FITTING OF CONTACT LENSES eY OPTICIANS UNLESS
UNDER CONTROL OF OPTOMETRISTS OR OPHTHALMOLOGISTS. AMENDS 484o001-.Q02.
EFFECTIVE DA TE: 07101/80.
05102/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00216
05/13180 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00321
05/14/80 SENATE NOW IN GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00321
05/27/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS
06/03/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS; REFERRED TO
RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR
S 1282 GENERAL BILL BY SKINNER CS1141LAR H 16311
PAROLE g PROBATION REVOCATION; REPEALS PROVISIONS RE PAROLE OR PROBATION
REVOCATION AFTER SUBSEQUENT FELONY ARREST. REPEALS 9 49.10-.12.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING L AW.
05/02/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO CORRECTIONS, PROBATION AND
PAROLE -SJ 00216
05/13/80 SENATE COMM. REPOIIT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
CORRECTIONS, PROBATION ANO PAROLE -SJ 00306
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM CALENDAR, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR
-SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR
S 1283 GENERAL BI LL BY HOLLOWAY !COMPARE H 1T51,
ALCOHDLlC BEVERAGES; PROVIDES FDR SALE OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES IN AIRLINE
PA SSENGER WAITING LOUNGES; PROVIDES LICENSE FEESo AMENDS 565.02.
EFFECTIVE OATEs 07/01/800
05/02/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TD T RANSPORTATION, COMMERCE, WAYS
AND MEANS -SJ 00216
05/12/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00278
05/13/80 SENATE NOV IN COMMERCE -SJ 00271
05/21/80 SENATE COMM. �EPORTr FAVORABLE BY COMMERCE -SJ 00368
05/22/80 SENATE NOW IN WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00368
05/26/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
05/21180 SENATE WlTHORAWN FROM WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00411; PLACED ON
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

•., •• , .

05/28180
06/06/80 SENATE

06/07/80 HOUSE

MISTOIIT OI' SENATE •ILLS

CALENDAR
P LACED ON SPFCIAL ORDER CALENDAR; PASSED; YEAS
0 -SJ 00998
D IED IN MESSAGES

29 N6YS

S 1284 GENERAL BILL/CS BY EDUCATION, MAXWELL (IDENTICAL H 1845,
EDUCATION; STATES LEGISLATIVE INTENT; CREATES FLORIDA COUNCIL ON
EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT; PROVIDES DUTIES OF COUNCILi PROVIDES A FISCAL
AGENT. AMENDS 231.0870 APPROPRIATION: 1400,000o EFFECTIVE DATE:
07101/80.
05/02/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION, WAYS ANO MEANS
-SJ 00216
05/05/80 SENATE COMM. REPORTt C/S BY EDUCATION -SJ 00256
05/07180 SENATE NOW IN WAYS AND MEANS •SJ 00256
05113/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS AND MEANS
05 /21/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY WAYS ANO
MEANS -SJ 00368
05 /29/80 SENATE P LACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S READ FIRST TIME;
C/S PASSED; YEAS 37 NAYS
O •SJ 00477
05/30/80 SENATE IMMEDIATELY CERTIFIED
05/30/80 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME;
AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; R EAD THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS 97 NAYS
l -HJ 00871
06/05180 SENATE CONCURRED; C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 33 NAYS
0
-SJ 00723; ORDERED ENGROSSED , THEN ENROLLED
06/17/80 SENATE SIGNED By OFFICERS AND PRESENTED To GOVERNOR
07101 /80
APPROVED BY G OVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-297

S 1285 GENERAL BILL BY DUNN (SIMILAR ENG/H 17051
CLAIMS AGJINST STATE EMPLOYEES; PROVJOES THAT AN OFFICER, EMPLOYEE OR
AGENT OF STATE SHALL NOT BE PERSONALLY LIABLE OR NAMED IN ANY ACTION FOR
INJURIES OR OMISSIONS WHICH A RISE AS RESULT Of ANY ACT, EVENT OR
OMISSION OF ACTION IN SCOPE OF HIS EMPLOYMENT, ETC. AMENDS 768.28,
111.01, .on. EFFECTIVE DATE• UPON BECOMING LAW.
05102/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO GOVE RNMENTAL OPERATI ONS, WAYS
AND MEANS -SJ 00216
05/14/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS
05/22/80 SENATE COMM. REPOIIT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND . BY GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS -SJ 00408
05/23/80 SENATE NOW IN WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00408
05/28/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 004111 PLACED ON
CALENDAR
06/03/80 SENATE P LACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; AMENDMENT ADOPTED;
AMENDMENT PENDING -SJ 00649
06/()1,/80 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED
-SJ 00684; IDEN.ISIM0 HOUSE BILL S UBSTITUTED; LAID ON
TABLE UNDER RULE , IDEN./SIM.IC�PARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO HB 1705 ICH. 80-271t -SJ 0 0695

S 1286 GENERAL BILL 8Y GORDON
CO LLEGES OF EDUCATJQN; ABOLISHES COLLEGES OF EDUCATION AT UNIVERSITY OF
FLORIDA t FLORIDA STATE UNIVE'RSITY; REQUIRES ESTABLISHMENT OF MASTER OF
ARTS IN T EACHING PROGRAM; PROVIDES FOR ADDITIONAL QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
FUNDS. APPROPRIATION. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAV.
05/02/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION, WAYS AND MEANS
-SJ 00216
05/12/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY EDUCATION -S J 00278
05/13/80 SENATE NOW IN WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00278
05/20/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00336; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM CALENDAR, REFERRED TO RULES ANO C6LENOAR
-SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
S 1287 GENERAL BILL BY SCOTT ANO OTHERS
ELECTION COOE; PRESCRIBES PERIOD OF TIME WITHIN WHICH ELECTIONS DIV.
SHALL PROVIDE REQUESTED ADVISORY OPINION; PROVIDES RESIDENCY
REQUIREMENTS FOR MEMBERS OF ELECTIONS COMMISStON; P ROVIOES FOR SELECTION
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
THE CAPITOL
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32304

JIM 81\ll'l'JI

t\ttor,wr, G<·nrral
Slate of Floric/<1

April 16, 1930
teproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
A. A. GRAV BUfLDING

:r... MHt. FL 32399-0250

Senator E<l�ar M. Dunn, Jr.
21'1 Sc_n., t: e Qr fi.cc Bui ldin0
Talla�assce, Flori<la 32301

$8tes

l

'iS':c.tol'l'J.:i./-

Representative Joseph M. Gersten
413 House Office Builclinr,
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Dear Senator Dunn and Representative Gersten:
As you may be aware, the r-'loricla Sur�eme Court i.n
District School Board of Lake Co_unty, et al., v. Talmau�,
So. 2d
(Case No. 53,716, decided February 14, 198()).
construea former Section 768.2J(9), Florida Statutes (1975),
and held that ''. . . a state employee may be made a party
defendant in an action for personal injuries alle�edly
occasioned by t;.he employee's neiligence while acting in the
scope of his employment." Additionally, the Surreme Court
found that a state employee may be personally liable for
amounts of ju<lgMents in excess of the statutory limitations
set forth in Section 768.28(5), Florida Statutes. (A copy
of the Talmadge decision is attached for your information.)
There is pemlinG a t1otion for n.econsideration ,:m<l
is not
Rehearing in this case, and the
final. Moreover,
aws o Florida.
er these circumstances, however, the potential impact
of this decision is of great concern. This office has met with
representatives trom the Division of Risk t1anagement and with
the general counsels of the executive departments of the state
in an attcm�t to drnft r,roposcd lcr,islc1tion to cope with the
liability problems raised by Talmadge. Representatives from
county and munici?al government, as well as the · · · have also contacted this office expressin3 thef
this matter.
J,'r._
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llcpn�sc11Lalivc Joseph �I. t:crslen
Page Two

f'!?\1111 ·-· gPr ii I

ll■iali D
··or-the consicieration of the 1-g�HY-rlorida
egisCTture to clarify these issues.
I would appreciate your
consideration of this lep,islation,, and if I can be of any
J\ccor'dingly,

assistance in this matter, please feel free to call uoon
me.
•
I

s ;n

rely,
;

��

f

;_;,

/fM SMITH

Attorney General
JS:hyh
Attachment

teprodueed bf
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
PEPARfMENT or STATE
I
R. A. GRAY BUILDING

:l'allahallse11, FL 32399-0250
ser1ea__d_ Carton

1..5....L

An act relating to claims aP,ainst an officer, employee,
or agent of the state or its subdivisions, amending

J

s. 768.28(9), Florida Statutes, to provide that no
I
, officer, employee, or agent of the state shall be

4

s

6

8
9

10
11
12

13

14
15
16

17

.,.

personally liable in tort or named in any action f.or
injuries or omissions which arose as a result of any
act, event or omission of action in the scope oE his
employment or function; and that any person having such
a complaint shall present it as a claim a�ainst the
state and in any litigation on such claim shall join
the state as a party defendant; and further, amending
s. 111.07, Florida Statutes, to provide for defense of
civil ,aftions arising from claims against an officer,
employee, or agent of the state or its subdivisions;
and further amending s. 111.071(1), Florida Statutes, to
authorize payment of final judgments in such acLions;
and providing for an effective date.

18 Be It Enacted by the Le8islature of the State of Florida:
19
Section 1. Section 768,28(9), Florida Statutes, is
20
amended to read:
21

22

763. 28 (9) No officer,' employee, or agent of the state
23 or its subdivisions shall be held personally liable in tort
24 fe�-a-fi"al•j8agffle"!-whieh-has-eee"-�e"ae�es-agai"s�-hiffl £!:.
25

named as a earti defendant in ani action for any injuries or

26 damages suffered as
27

28

a result of any act, event, or omission of

action in the scope of his employment or function, unless such
officer, employee, or ar,ent acted in bad faith or with malic-

29 ious purpose or in a manner exhibiting wanton and willful
30 disregard of human rights, safety, or property. The exclusive
31 remedy for injury or damages suffered as a result of any act,

event or omission of any officer, employee, or aBent of the
2 State, or its subqivisions, shall be by action a3ainst such
3 governmental entity, unless such act or omission was committed

4 in bad ,faith or with malicious ourp1ose or in a manner exhibiting
5 wanton an<l wi.ll[ul dii::rer,:ird of humnn riBhts, safety_..£!_
6 property.

The State or its subdivisions, shall not be liable

in tort for the nets or omissions of an officer, employee, or
8 .1gcnt connnltLeJ whlle 11cti1w1 ouu;i<le the co\trse ,:ind scope of
9 Ilis employment or co:nmittc<l in bn<l Caith or wiLll malicious

10 purpose or in a manner exhibiting wanton and willful disregar�
11 of human ri�hts 1 safety or property.
12

13

Section 2.

to rea,d··:"
111.07

Section 111.07, Florida Statutes, is amended

Defense of civil actions arising from claims

IS against public officers, employees, or a�ents.--Any agency of
16 the state, or any county, municipality, or political sub-

17 division of the state is authorized to provide an attorney to
18 defend any civil actions-eYe�ghE-ar,aiRBE arising from a com-

19 plaint for <lamages or injury, suffered as a result of any act
20 or omission of any of its officers, employees, or agents for
21 acts or omissions arising out of and in the scope of their

22 employment or function, unlesJ, in the case of a tort action,

23 such officer, employee, or agent acted in bad faith, with
24 malicious purpose, or in a manner exhibiting wanton and willful
2S disregard of human rights, safety, or property. Defense of
26 such civil actions shall include, but not be limited to, any
27 civil riBhts lawsuit seeking relief personally a�ainst such

28 officers, employees, or a1�ents for acts or omissions under
29 color of state law, custom, or usage, wherein it is alleged
30 that such officer, employee, or agent has deprived another

31 person of his rights secured under the federal constitution or
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SIMILAR/COMPANION BILLS

RELATING TO: Public Employees
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I.

SUMMARY
A. Present Situation
The Florida Supreme Court recently held that sub
section (9) of Section 768.29, Florida Statutes,
(1975), did not prevent a state officer, employee
or agent from being made a party defendant in an
action for injuries or damages suffered as the
result of an act, event, or omission of action in
th! scope of his employment. Moreover, the court
held, that the employee would be personally liable
for that portion of a judgment rendered against
him which exceeded the state's liability limits.
While this case was pending, the 1979 Legislature
passed SB 474, which amended subsection (9) of
Section 768.29, Florida Statutes, in an attempt
to clearly prevent personal liability of public
employees. Although the Supreme Court did not
address the 1979 legislation, there is some concern
in light of their recent opinion, that the 1979
legislation does not in fact achieve the results
intended, to wit: no personal liability for
employees acting within the scope of their employ
ment.
B.

II.
III.

IV.

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes
Ho officer, employee, or agent of the state or its.
subdivisions could be held personally liable or named
as a party defendant in any action for any injuries
or damages suffered as a result of any act, event,
or omission of action in the scope of his employ
ment. Provided, however, the state or its sub
divisions, would not be liable for the acts or
omissions of an officer, employee or agent, committed
in bad faith or with malicious purpose.or outside the
scope of his employment.
Any agency of the state, county, municipality, poli
tical subdivision, the legislature or the judiciary
would be authorized to provide an attorney to defend
any civil actions arising from a complaint for damages
or injury, suffered as a result of any act or omis
sion'of any of its·officers, employees or agents.

PRIVATE SECTOR/STATE/LOCAL FISCAL IMPACT
COMMENTS
The need for such a clear statement preventing per
sonal liability of public employees for damages or
injuries suffered as a result of an act, event or
omission of action occasioned within the scope of
their employment is evidenced by the Florida Supreme
Court's statement that the "absence of an explicit
prohibition against suing public employees for their
torts suggests that none was intended."
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I. SUMMARY:

A. Present Situation:

Section 768.28, F.S,, relating to the waiver of sovereign inmunity
in tort actions, provides that no employee of the state or 1ts sub
divisions shall be held personally liable fn tort for a ffnal judg
ment which has been rendered against hfm for injuries or damages
suffered as a result of an act conrnftted in the scope of hfs employ
ment, unless he acted in bad faith, wfth malicious purpose, or fn
wanton and willful disregard of human rights, safety, or property.
The Florida Supreme Court in Dfstrfct School Board of Lake County,
et al., v. Talmadge, No. 53,716 (Fla., Feb. 14, 1980), held that:
"••• a state employee may be made a party defendant fn an action for
personal fnjurfes allegedly occasioned by the employee's negligence
while acting fn the scope of hfs employment." The Court also found
that an employee may be personally liable for amounts in excess of
the limits imposed by s. 768.28, F.S.

B. Effect of Proposed Changes:

Section 768.28, F.S., would be amended to provide that an employee
would neither be personally liable in tort nor be named as a party
defendant, The exclusive remedy for injuries or damages would be by
action against the governmental entity, unless the employee acted in
bad faith, with malicious purpose, or fn wanton and willful disregard
of human rights, safety, or property. The state and 1ts subdiv1s1ons
would not be liable fn tort ff the employee acted outside the course
and scope of his employment or acted as described above.

Chapter 111, F,S., Public Officers; General Provisions, would spe
cifically authorize counties, munfcfpalftfes, polftfcal subdfvfsfons,
and state agencies to provide an attorney to defend such cfvfl actions
and, ff excluded from partfcfpatfon fn the Insurance Rfsk Management
Trust Fund, to use available funds to pay any final judgment. The
authority to use available funds to pay a final judgment would be
specifically granted to the executive departments, the judicial branch,
and the Legislature, ff excluded from partfcfpat1on in the Insurance
Risk Management Trust Fund.

11. ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A. Public:

Persons injured or damaged by the act of an employee would be 11mfted
to action against the governmental entity and could receive up to
$50,000 per person and $100,000 per incident. Employees could not be
held personally liable or named as a party defendant. This fiscal
impact cannot be quantified because factors such as the frequency with
which actions would be brought, the amount of damages which would be
sought, and the ultimate resolution of the cases are not possible to
foresee.
1
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B. Government:

Mr, James Beardon, Director of the Division of Risk Management,
Department of Insurance, stated that the bill should result in a
cost savings since suits against employees would be eliminated and
the department would not have to defend them. Mr. Beardon was unable
to quantify the savings because the frequency. size, and resolution
of these cases cannot be predicted.

III. COMMENTS:

While this bill would resolve the problem of employees
liable for their acts after the bill becomes a law, ff
the version of s. 768.28. F.S., which was in effect at
occurred. employees would remain liable for their acts
effective date,

being personally
the Court uses
the time the tort
prior to the

Similar to HB 1705. which is now on the House calendar,

IV. AMENDMENTS:

#1 by Governmental Operations:
Provides that the provisions of the bill will apply to all actions pending
on the effective date. Provides severability.
#2 by Governmental Operations:
Title amendment for #1,
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division shall produce the laboratory report and documenta
tion that, on it!!' face, establishes the responsibility of the
occupational licensee. Upon production of the documentation,
the occupational licensee shall have the burden of proving
his lack of responsibility.

Vote after roll call:

(d) Any proceedings for administrative action against a
licensee or permittee, other than a proceeding under paragraph
(c), shall 1ie conducted in compliance with chapter 120.

The Senate resumed consideration of SB 879. On motion by
Senator Chamberlin, the Senate reconsidered the vote by which
Amendment 1 was adopted. By permission, Senator Chamberlin
withdrew Amendments 1 and 2.

(4) Prosecution pursuant to this section for a violation of
this section shall be commenced within 2 years after the
violation was committed. Service of an administrative com
plaint marks the commencement of administrative action.
(6) All moneys recovered for violations of this section
shall be kept in a separate fund to be known as the "Research
Trust Fund" and shall be used for research relating to the
medication of racing animals. The fund shall be supervised
and used by the Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering to contract
with a reputable college or school of veterinary medicine or
its deslgnee in accordance with this subsection.
(6) The Division of Pari-mutuel Wagering shall adopt and
enforce rules to implement this section.
Section 3.
read:

Section 650.24, Florida Statutes, is amended to

660.24 Conniving to prearrange result of racei aing medica
tion or drug• on 11tinnllati11g 9P de11P1111ei11g norse or dog;
penalty.(1) Any person who shall influence or have any under
standing or connivance with any owner, jockey, groom or other
person associated with or interested in any stable, kennel,
horse or dog or race in which any horse or dog participates,
to prearrange or predetermine the results of any such race, is
9P 911¥ fM!l"Nlt � ehMI etiMulate
a 4leg 9P MPN
fff tile � el af�eliing tile flee\ll4ie el e Mee, flM,ij 1M
guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable as provided
in s. 776.082, 11. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

°" �

(!) Any person who 11ttempts to 11flect the outcome of a
Aor,e or dog race through 11dmini1ttr<ition of medication or
drugs to a. race animal a.a prohibited by law, who administer,
an y medic11tion or drugs prohibited by law to a race animal
for the purpose of 11ffecting the outcome of a horH or dog
ra.ce, or who C011.Bpirea to administer or to attempt to admini
ster such medic11tion or drugs, is guilty of a felony of the
tkird degree, punilth11ble 11s provided in s. 775.08!, •· 775.081,
or ,. 175.08.f,.
Section 4.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1980.

Amendment 2-0n page 1 in title, lines 1-20, Btrike every
thing and insert: A bill to be entitled An act relating to the rac
ing of animals; providing findings; creating 11. 550.241, Florida
Statutes; prohibiting the racing of animals under certain con
ditions; authorizing administrative action against occupational
licensees; providing for revocation, suspension, summary sus
pension, and denial of license or permit, for imposition of a fine,
and for return of purses, sweepstakes and trophies; providing
a limitation on actions; creating a research trust fund; au
thorizing ruleB and regulations: amending B. 650.24, Florida
Statutes; prohibiting illegal administration of medication or
drugs to a race animal and attempts and conspiracies to so ad
minister medication or drugs; providing penalties; providing an
effective date.
On motion by Senator MacKay, by two-thirds vote HB 1333
as amended was read the third time by title, passed and certi
fied. to the House. The vote on passage was:
YeaB-84
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Nays-None

Fechtel
Frank
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
Johnston

MacKay
McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner

Steinberg
Stuart
Thomas
Trask
Vogt
Wffliamson
Winn

Yea-Peterson
CS for SB's 208 and 801 was laid on the table.

Pending further consideration of SB 879, on motion by Senator
Dunn, the rules were waived and by two-thirds vote HB 1613
was withdrawn from the Committee on Ways and Means.
On motion by Senator Dunn- '
HB 1613-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Cabinet;
creating s. 111.021, Florida Statutes, providing that members
of the Cabinet may incur and be reimbursed for traveling ex
penses in order to inform the public as to the Cabinet members'
official duties; providing an effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted for SB 879 and
read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Dunn, by
two-thirds vote HB 1613 was read the third time by title,
passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas--37
Mr. President
Anderson
Beard
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Dunn
Fechtel
Frank
Gordon

Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
Jenne
Johnston
MacKay
McClain

McKnight
Myen
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborouith
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg
Stuart

ThomaB
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Nays--None
SB 879 was laid on the table.
The Senate resumed consideration of SB 1286.
On motion by Senator Dunn, the rules were waived and the
Senate reverted toMESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The Honorable Philip D. Lewis, President
I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre
sentatives has passed a11 amended, HB 1705 and requests the
concurrence of the Senate.
Allen Morris, Cleric
By the Committee on Governmental OperationsRB 1705-A bill to be entitled An act relating to waiver of
sovereign immunity in tort actions; amending s. 768.28(6),
Florida Statutes; providing limits of liability for agencies of
the state; amending 11. 768.28(9), Florida Statutes; providing
that no officer, employee or agent of the state or its subdivi
sions shall be held personally liable or named as a party de
fendant in any action fOT injuries or damages suffered as the
result of an act or omisBion of action in the scope of his em
ployment, and specifying that the exclusive remedy for such
injury or damage shall be by action against the employing
governmental entity; providing exceptions; amending ss. 111.07
and 111.071(1)(a), Florida Statutes; authorizing agencies of the
Btate and its political subdivisions to provide an attorney and
pay certain fees and judgments with respect to actions arising
from a complaint for damages or injury suffered as the result
of an act or omission of action of any of its officers, employees,
or agents; providing a definition; providing for pending actions;
providing severability; providing an effective date.
-waB read the first time by title and referred to the Com
mittees on Governmental Operations and Ways and Means.
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On motions by Senator Dunn, by two-thirds vote HB 1706 was
withdrawn from the Committeea on Governmental Operations
·
and Ways and Means.
Pending further consideration of SB 1285, on motions by
Senator Dunn, HB 1705, a companion measure, was substituted
for SB 1285 and by two-thirds vote read the second time by
title.

Senator Dunn moved the following amendments which were
adopted :

Amendment 1-<>n pages 1-5, strike everything after the
enacting clause and insert: Section 1. Subsection (9) of sec
tion 768.28, Florida Statutes, Is amended to read:
768.28 Waiver of 1overeign immunity in tort action11; re
covery llmltll; limitation■ on attorney fees; statute of limita
tions; exclusions.-

(9) No officer, employee, or agent of the state or its sub
divisions ■hall be held personally liable In tort or ftQ.ffled a G
p11rtr, defendant in ant, action 1M' a liRel j111d8'ftle11t wMM
lteeR l'elMlePell eg&iftM MM for any injuries or damages suf
fered as a result of any act, event, or omi111lon of action in
the scope of hl1 employment or function, unleas such officer,
employee, or agent acted In bad faith or with malicious purpose
or in a manner exhibiting wanton and willful disregard of
human rights, safety, or property. The ezclu11ive remedy for in
iwrw or da.mag,a ,uffered u II re,ult of ani, act, evmt or omiB
•ion of a.ny officer, employee, or a.gent of the 11ta.te, a.11 ft• tubdi
viaiona or comtitutional officer,, aha.ll be by action against
the governmfflta.l entity, or the hea.d of auch ffltity in hill
official capacity, or constitutional officer of which the oflicer,
employee or agent i• a.n emploVee, unless such act ur omission
wa.a committed in ba.d faith or with malicious purpo,e or in a
n&tJnner ezhibiting wanton a,ui willful disregard of human
r-ightl, safety, or prOf)ertu. The sta.te or its aubdivisions, shall
not be liable in tort for the acts or omissions of an officer,
employee, or apent committed 1»hile acting outside the course
and scOf)e of Ats emploVment or committed in bad fa.ith or with
malicious purpo,e or in a manner edibiting wanton and willful
disregard of huma.n rights, sa.fety, or property.

w

As used in this subaection, the term "employee" includes a.ny
11olunteer firefighter,
Section 2. Section 111.07, Florida Statutes, i1 amended to
tead:
111.07 Defense of civil actions againlt public officers, em
ployees, or agenta.-Any agency of the state, or any county
municipality, or political subdivision of the state is authoriz;;'J
to provide an attorney to defend any civil actions arising rom
c, oomplaint for da.ma.g,a or in;ury, auf/ered III a. result o/ «ny
aot or omission of � � any of its officers, employ
ees, or agents for -acts or omissions arising out of and in
the scope of their employment or function, unless, in the case
of a tort action, such officer, employee, or agent acted in bad
faith, with malicious purpose, or in a manner exhibiting wanton
and willful disregard of human rights1 safety, or property. De
fense of such civil actions shall inclu<1e, but not be limited to,
any civil rights lawsuit seeking relief personally against such
officers, employees, or agents for acts or omissions under color
of state law custom, or usage, wherein it is alleged that such
officer, emp foyee, or agent has deprived another person of his
rightll secured under the federal constitution or Jaws. Legal
representation of an officer, employee, or agent of a state
agency may be provided by the Department of Legal Affairs.
If any agency of the state or any county, municipality, or
political subdivision of the state is authorized J>Ursuant to this
section to provide an attorney to defend a civil action «rising
from II complaint for dam:a.g,a or in;ury suffered a, tJ result
of a.ny a.ct, or omission of action of a.ny of � �
its officers, employees, or agents and fails to provide such attor
ney, then said agency, county, municipality, or political sub
division shall reimburse any such defendant who prevails in
the action for court costs and reasonable attorney's fees.
"Agenet, of the state" or "sta.te agenet," a.s used in s. 111.071
doll include the ezecutive depa.rtment11, constitutional officers,
t1i.e Legislature, tind the ;udicia.l branch.
Section 3. Paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 111.071, Florida Statutes, l11 amended to read:

111.071 Payment of judgment& or settlements against offi
cers1 employees, or a'9ntll of any county, municipality, political
sub<1ivls1on, or certain agencies of the state.-

695

(1) Any county1 municipality, political 11ubdivision1 or agen
cy of the state which has been excluded from participation in
the Insurance Risk Management Trust Fund l11 authorized to
expend available :funds to pay:

(a) Any final Jl@Pl!ORIII judgment, including damages, costs,
and attorney's fees, arising from a. complaint for damage or
injury mf/ered a.a a result of any act or omission of action of
� any officer, employee, or agent llele � he pep11e11ally
� in a civil or civil rights lawsuit described in 11. 111.07.
If the civil action arises under s. 768.28 as a tort claim, the
limitations and provisions of s. 768.28 governing payment shall
apply. If the action is a civil rights action arising under 42
U.S.C. s. 1983, or similar federal statutes, payments for the full
amount of the judgment may be made unless the officer, em
ployee or agent has been determined in the final judgment to
have caused the harm intentionally.
Section 4. This act shall apply to all action■ pending tn
the trial or appelate courts on the date this act shall take effect
and to all actions thereafter initiated.

Section 5. Should any section, paragraph, sentence, claun,
phrase, or other part of this act be declared by a court of
competent jurisdiction to be invalid or unconstitutional, such
decision shall not affect the validity of this act as a whole
or the parts of this act not declared invalid or unconstitutional.
Section 5. This act shall take effect upon becoming a la1',

Amendment 2-On page 1, in title, lines 2-22 strike all and
insert: An act relating to claims a�ainst an officer, employee,
or agent of the state or its subdivisions; amending s. 768.28(9),
Florida Statutes; providing that an officer1 employee, or agent
of the state shall not be personally liable or named in any
action for injuries or omissions which arise as a result of any
act, event, or omission of action within the scope of his employ
ment; providing that complaints shall be presented as a claim
against the state and in any litigation on such claim the Btate
shall be joined as a party defendant; amending 11. 111.07, Florida
Statutes; providing for defense of civil actions arising from
claims against an officer, employee, or agent of the state or
its subdivisions; amending s. 111.07l(l)(a), Florida Statutes;
authorizing payment of final judgments in such actions; provid
ing for pending actions; providing severability; amending s.
768.28(5), Florida Statutes; raising the limits of recovery for
certain tort claims or judgments against the state or itll politi
cal subdivisions or agencies; providing an effective date.
On motion by Senator Dunn, by two-thirds vote HB 1705 as
amended was read the third time by title, passed and certified to
the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-37

Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Fechtel
Nays-None

Frank
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Jenne
Johnston
MacKay
Maxwell

McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg

Stuart
Thoma■
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Winn

Votes after roll call:

Yea-Holloway, Peterson

SB 1285 was laid on the table.

Senator Scarborough presiding
By the Committee on Governmental Operations and Senators
Vogt, Hill and Peterson- ·
,
.
.
CS for SB 61-A bill to be entitled An act relating to psy
chologists, school psychologists, clinical social workers, mar_.
riage and family therapists, and mental health counselors;
providing legislative intent; providing definitions; prescribing
fees; providing for certification; providing :for certification by
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Yeas-110
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Batchelor
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Burrall
Bush
Campbell
Carpenter
Conway
Cox
Crawford
Crotty
Danson
Davi11
Deratany
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Evans
Ewing
Flinn
Flynn
Fontana

Kershaw
Fox
Gallagher
Kirkwood
Gardner
Kiser
Gersten
Kutun
Girardeau
Lehman
Gordon
Lewis,J. W.
Grant
Lewis,T.F.
Lippman
Gustafson
Haben
Lockward
.Malloy
Hagler
Hall
Mann
Margolis
Hattaway
Hawkins, L. R. Martin
Hawkins, M. E. McPherson
Meek
Hazouri
Healey
Meffert
Hector
Melby
Mica
Hieber
Mills
Hodes
Hodges
Mitchell
Hollingsworth Moffitt
Morgan
Jennings
Johnson, A. E. Myers
Johnson, B. L. Nergard
Johnson, R. C. Nuckolls
Ogden
Jones, C. F.
Patchett
Jones, D. L.
Patterson
Kelly

Plummer
Price
Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Ryals
Sadowski
Sample
Shackelford
Silver
Smith,C. R.
Smith,J.H.
Smith,L.J.
Spaet
Thomas
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Woodruff
Young

Nays-1
Pajclc

Votes after roll call:

Yeas-Carlton, Foster
Yeas to Nays-Sadowski

,

So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified
to the Senate after engroBSment.
RB 1705-A bill to be entitled An act relating to waiver of
sovereign immunity In tort actions; amending a. 768.28(9),
Florida Statutes; providinJ that no officer, employee or agent
of the state or its subdivtsions shall be held personally liable
or named as a party defendant in any action for injuries or
damages suffered as the result of an act or omission of action
in the scope of his employment, and specifying that the ex
clusive remedy for such injury or dam•� shall be by action
against the employing governmental entity; J>_roviding excep.
tions; amending ss. 111.07 and 111.071(l)(a) Florida Statutes;
authorizing agencies of the state and its polit lcal subdivisions to
provide an attorney and pay certain fees and judgments with
respect to actions arising from a complaint for damages or
injury suffered as the :result of an act or omission of action
of any of its officers, employees, or agents; providing a defini
tion; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
Representative Richmond offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-0n page 2, line 17, after the word "sub
divisions" insert: or constitutional officers
Mr. Richmond moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Richmond offered the followin,r amendment:

Amendment 2--0n page 2, line 18, after the word "entity"
Insert: or constitutional officer
Mr. Richmond moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Richmond offered the following amendment:
Amendment I-On page 8, line 26, after the comma insert:
constitutional officers

Mr. Richmond moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

June 3, 1980

Representatives Moffitt and Pajctc offered the following
amendment:

Amendment «-On page 1, lines 26-30, strike all of said
lines and insert: Section 1. Subsections (6) and (9) of section
768.28, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

768.28 Waiver of sovereign immunity in tort actions; re
covery limits; limitation on attorney fee11; statute of limita
tions; e.xcluaions.( 6) The state and its agencies and subdfvfsions shall be
liable for tort claims in the same manner and to the same
extent as a private individual under like circumstances, but
liability shall not include punitive damages or interest for the
period prior to judgment. Neither the state nor its agencies
or subdivisions shall be liable to pay a claim or a Judgment by
any one person which exceeds the sum of � 1100,000 or
any claim or judgment, or portions thereof which, when
totaled with all other claims or judgments paid by the state
or its agencies or subdivisions arising out of the same incident
or occurrence, exceeds the sum of $1901900, $100,000, However,
a judgment or Judgments may be claimed and rendered in
excess of these amounts and may be settled and paid pursuant
to this act up to � $100,000 or $100,000 $100,000, as the
case may be, and that portion of the judgment that exceeds
these amounts may be reported to the Legislature, but may be
paid in part or in whole only by further act of the Le,islature.
The limitations of liability set forth in this subsect10n shall
apply to the state and its agencies and subdivisions whether
or not the state or its agencies or subdivisions possessed
sovereign immunity prior to July 1, 1974.
Mr. Moffitt moved the adoption of the amendment, whtch
was adopted.

Representatives Moffitt and Pajclc offered the following
title amendment:
Amendment 5-0n page 1, line 3, after the semicolon insert:
amending s. 768.28(6), Florida Statutes; providing limits of
liability for agencies of the state;

Mr. Moffitt moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.

Representatives Moffitt and PaJclc offered the following
amendment:
4, line 17, Insert Sections 4 and 6:
Amendment 6--0n pa
Section 4. This act shalr apply to all actions pending in the
trial or appelate courts on the date this act shall take effect
and to all actions thereafter initiated.
Section 6. Should any section, parllgraph, sentence, clause,
phrase, or other part of this act be declared by a court of
competent jurisdiction to be invalid or unconstitutional, such
decision shall not affect the validity of this act as a whole or
the parts of this act not declared invalid or unconstitutional.
Renumber subsequent sections
Mr. Moffitt moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Mr. Meffert abstained from voting on Amendment 6.
Representatives Moffitt and Pajcic offered the following title
amendment:

Amendment 7-0n page 1, line 21, after the semicolon insert:
providing for pending actions; providing severability;

Mr. Moffitt moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representative Foster offered the following amendment:

Amendment 8-0n page 2, line 22, after the period Insert:
For the purposes of th.is subHction, the term "a.gnt" include,
volunteer fire depa.rtments.
Mr. Foster moved the adoption of the amendment.
Mr. Sadowski moved to lay the amendment on the table,
which was not agreed to. The question recurred on the adoption
of Amendment 8, which was adopted.

June 3, 1980 .
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On motion by Mr. Gersten, the rules were waived arur BB
1706, as amended, was read the third time by title, On passage,
the vote was:
Yeas-78
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Batchelor
�11
Bush
Campbell
Catlton
Carpenter
Conway
Cox
Dunbar
Dyer
Eckhart
Evans
Flinn
Fl:,nn
Fontana

Foster
Gardner
Gersten
Girardeau
Gustafson
Hall
Hattaway
Hawkins, L. R.
Hawkins, M. E.
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hodes
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Johnson, A, E,
Johnson, B. L.
Jones, C.F.
Jones, D. L.

Kershaw
Kiser
Kutun
Lehman
Lewis, T.F.
Lippman
Lockward
Margolis
Martin
Martinez
McPherson
Meek
Meffert
Melby
Mills
Mitchell
Moffitt
Nuckolls
O'Malley
Pajcic

Plummer
Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Ryals
Sadowski
Sample
Shackelford
Silver
Smith,L.J.
Spaet
Thomas
Tygart
Upchurch
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Young

Naya-24
Boles
Brantley
Crotty
Danson
Deratany
Easley

Gordon
Grant
Hagler
Jennings
Johnson, R. C,
Kell:,

Lewis,J. W.
Malloy
Myers
Patchett
Patterson
Price

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Fox, Gallagher
Nays-Davis, Nergard, Kirkwood
Yeas to Nays-B. L. Johnson, Carpenter
Nays to Yeas-Woodruff

Robinson
Rosen
Smith,J.H.
Thompson
Ward
Woodruff

991

providing tax exemptions; providing for special a1111essments;
providing for issuance of certificates of indebtedness; providing
for liens and foreclosure of liens; authorizing redemption of
tax liens; providing for mandatory use of certain district facili
ties and senices; requiring bids; providing for adoption and
collection of fees, rentals, and other charges; authorizing dis
continuation of service; providing legal and equitable remedies;
providing for attorney's fees; exempting district property from
execution; providing procedure for termination, contraction1
merger, or expansion of districts; prohibiting certain special
acts; repealing ss. 163.601-163.633, Florida Statutes, relating to
new communities; providing an effective date.
Representative

Ogden offered the following amendment:

Amendment 3- On page 43, lines 7-23, strike all of said
lines
Mr. Ogden moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representative Ogden offered the following title amendment:
Amendment 4-0n page 1, lines 26 & '1:1, strike "providing
tax exemptions;"
Mr. Ogden moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
On motion by Mr. Martin, the rules were waived and BB
1776, as amended, was read the third time by title. On passage,
the vote was:
Yeas- 93

Price
Fontana
Kiser
The Chair
Fox
Ready
Kutun
Allen
Lehman
Girardeau
Reynolds
Bankhead
Richmond
Gordon
Lewis,J. W.
Barrett
Lewis, T.F.
Grant
Robinson
Bell
Gustafson
Lippman
Rosen
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certi Boles
Hall
Ryals
Lockward
Brantley
fied to the Senate after engrossment.
Hattaway
Sample
Margolis
Burrall
L.
Hawkins,
Shackelford
Bush
R. Martin
Reeeu
Hawkins, M. E, Meek
Silver
Carlton
Meffert
Hazouri
Smith, C.R.
Carpenter
The House rece1111ed at 11:46 a.m., to reconvene at 2:00 p.m.
Healey
Melby
Smith,J.H.
Conway
today,
Hector
Cox
Mica
Smith,L.J.
Hieber
Milla
Crawford
Staet
o
Ree nvened
Hodges
Mitchell
Crotty
T omaa
Jennings
Moffitt
Thompson
The House was called to order by the Speaker at 2:00 p.m. Danson
E.
A.
Johnson,
Davia
Morgan
Tygart
Johnson, B. L. Myers
Dunbar
Upchurch
A quorum was present.
Johnson, R. C. Nergard
Easley
Warner
Eckhart
Jones, C.F.
Ogden
Weinstock
Evans
Jones, D,L.
O'Malley
Young
Kelly
Patchett
Continuation of Consideration of the Special and Con Ewing
Flinn
Kershaw
Patterson
tinuing Order
Kirkwood
Fl:,nn
Plummer
On motion by Mr. Martin, the House resumed consideration of
HB 1776, which had been read the second time and amended Nays- 2
ear1ier today.
HB 1 776-A bill to be entitled An act relating to community Hollingsworth Nuckolls
development; amending s. 126.01(6), Florida Statutes, which
authorizes the establishment of special districts by the govern Votes after roll call:
:::,r body of a county; providing that such districts shall include
Yeas- Burnsed, Foster, Woodruff, Gardner, McPherson, Dyer,
th incorporated and unincorporated areas subject to the ap
proval of the governing body of the affected incorporated Watt, Malloy
area; providing for composition of the governing body of such
Nays to Yeas-Hollingsworth, Nuckolls
dislrJc�; creating Part II. of Chapter 189, Florida Statutes;
providing for creation, operation, management, and financing
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified
:flommunity development districts; providing definitions; pro- to the Senate after engrossment.
i.ng mem!>er�hip, term�, _powers, and duties of the governing
bodies of districts; providmg a budget system; providing
for
disclosure of financing; specifying powers over public improve
On motion by Mr. Barrett, the rules were waived andme�� and community-facilities; providing for issuance
of
bond
anticipation notes; providing for short-term borrowing•
CS for SB 613-A bill to be entitled An act relating to health
ing trust agreements; providing for general obligati�nrequir
bonds maintenance organizations; amending a. 641.19(3), Florida Stat
and revenue bonds; authorizing ad valorem taxes,
benefits taxes, utes, adding subsection (9) to said section; defining the terma
and maintenance taxes; providing for enforcement of taxes; "minimum services" and "independent practice association" u
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HB 1705

By Committee on Governmental Operations
A bill to be entitled

u

s. 5.
o. CII
.c

�
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2

An act relating to waiver of sovereign immunity

3

in tort actions, amending s. 768.28(9), Florida

4

Statutes, providing that no officer, employee

5

or agent of the state or its subdivisions shall

6

be held personally liable or named as a party

7

defendant in an� action for injuries or damages

8

suffered as the result of an act or omission of

9

action in the scope of his employment, and

10

0 VI

u- 11
CII �
1:71...1

-

'- CII
CII .C

"' ....
co
"' VI

>+> 13
"' CII
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14
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15

injury or damage shall be by action against the
employing governmental entity; providing
exceptions; amending ss. 111.07 and
111.071(1) {a), F;orida Statutes, authorizing
agencies of the state and its political

subdivisions to provide an attorney and pay

17

certain fees and judgments with respect to

VI �

18

actions arising from a complaint for damages or

+> C

19

injury suffered as the result of an act or

.C
CII

20

omission of action of any of its officers,

�!
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s.. 21
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specifying that the exclusive remedy for such

16

1:71 ....
.... 0

I

12
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employees, or agents; providing a definition;
providing an effective date.

23
24

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

25
26
27
28

Section 1.

Subsection (9) of section 768.28, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
768.28

Waiver of sovereign immunity in tort actions;

29

recovery limits, limitation on attorney fees, statute of

30

limitations, exclusions.--

31
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(9)

No officer, employee, or a�ent of the state or its

S.O/1

2

subdivisions shall be held personally liable in tort or named

5.0/2

3

as a party defendant in any action !e�-a-�+Aa*-1Yd,MeA�-wh+eh

S.O/3

4

hae-eeeA-�eAde�ed-a,a+Ae�-A+M for any injuries or damages

5.0/4

5

suffered as a result of any act, event, or omission of action

6

5.0/6

in the scope of his employment or function, unless such

5.0/7

malicious purpose or in a manner exhibiting wanton and willful

S.O/9

disregard of human rights, safety, or property.

1:lus

7

8

9

officer, employee, or agent acted in bad faith or with

The exclusive

10

remedy.for injury or damages suffered as a result of any act,

11

event or omission of any officer, employee, or agent of the

5.0/12

12

state or its subdivisions shall be by action against the

5.0/13

13

governmental entity of which the officer, employee or agent is

14
15

an employee, unless such act or omission was committed in bad
faith or with malicious purpose or in a manner exhibiting

5.0/14

16

wanton and willful disregard of human rights, safety or

5.0/16

17

property.

5.0/17

18
19

The state or its subdivisions shall not be liable

in tort for the acts or omissions of an officer, employee, or

5.0/18

agent committed while acting outside the course and scope of

21

his employment or committed in bad faith or with malicious

5.0/19

purpose or in a manner exhibiting wanton and willful or

22

intentional disregard of human rights, safety or property.

5.0/20

20

23
24
25

Section 2.

amended to read:
111.07

Section 111.07, Florida Statutes, is

Defense of civil actions arising from claims

5.0121'
6.2

26

against public officers, employees, or agents.--Any agency of

27

the state, or any county, munic1.pality, or political

28

subdivision of the state is authorized to provide an attorney
to defend any civil action arising from a complaint for

6.2/4

30

damages or injury, suffered as a result of any act or omission

6.2/5

29
31

o! aet+eAs-e�eY!A--a,a+As� any of its officers, employees, or
2
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6.2/2
6.2/3

6.2/6

192-186-4-0
agents for acts or omissions arising out of and in the scope

6,2/B:

2 of their employment or function, unless, in the case of a tort

6.2/9 i

3 action, such•officer, employee, or agent acted in bad faith,

6.2/11

with malicious purpose, or in a manner exhibiting wanton and
5

willful disregard of human rights, safety, or property.

6

Defense of such civil actions shall include, but not be

6.2/1.

7

limited to, any civil rights lawsuit seeking relief personally

6.2/1

8 against such officers, employees, or agents for acts or

6.2/1

6.2/1·

omissions under color of state law, custom, or usage, wherein

6.2/1

10

it is alleged that such officer, employee, or agent has

6. 2/11

11

deprived another person of his rights secured under the

6. 2/1'

12

federal constitution or laws.

13

officer, employee, or agent of a state agency may be provided

9

Legal representation of an

14

by the Department of Legal Affairs.

15

state or any county, municipality, or political subdivision of

16

the state is authorized pursuant to this section to provide an

If any agency of the

6.2/1'
6.2/2
6.2/2

17

attorney to defend a civil action arising from a �omplaint for

18

damages, or injury suffered as a result of ���-��!_or omission

6.2/2·

of action of any of ere�gh�-ege!"s� its officers, employees,

l:los

or agents and fails to provide such attorney, then said

6.2/2'

19
�

21

agency, county, municip,;1lity, or political subdivision shall

22

reimburse any such defendant who prevails in the action for

6. 2/2'

23

court costs and reasonable attorney's fees.

l:lus

24

"Agency of the

state" or "state agency" as U!!�<!_in this section and s.

25 111. 071 shall include the execut.ive de�rtments, the

26
27

Legislature, and the iudic��!,_branch.
Section 3.

Paragraph ( a) of subsection (1 ) of section

28 111.071, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
29

6.2/3

111.071

Payment of judgments or settlements against

6. 2/3:
6. 2/3:

7.2

30

officers, employees, or agents of any county, municipality,

7,2/1

31

political subdivision, or certain agencies of the state.--

7,2/2

3
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(1)

7.5

Any county, municipality, political subdivision,

2 or agency of the state which has been excluded from

7.6

3 participation in the Insurance Risk Management Trust Fund is
4 authorized to expend available funds to pay:
(a)

5

7.6/2

Any final peP9enel judgment, including damages,

6 costs, and attorney's fees, arising from a complaint for
7

7.6/4

damages or injury suffered as a result of any act or omission

8 of action of ega¼ns� any officer, employee, or agent he¼�-�e

9

7.6/5

�e-pe�S&Aelly-l½aele in a civil or civil rights lawsuit

7. 6/7

10

described in s. 111.07.

If the civil action arises under s.

7.6/8

11

768.28 as a tort claim, the limitations and provisions of s.

7.6/9

12

768.28 governing payment shall apply.

13

civil rights action arising under 42

1,

7. 6/11

If the action is a

u.s.c.

s. 1983, or

7.6/13

similar federal statutes, payments for the full amount of the

15 judgment may be made unless the officer, employee, or agent

7.6/15

16 has been determined in the final judgment to have caused the
17

18
19

20
21
22

23

24
25
26
27
28

harm intentionally.
law.

Section 4.

·7.6/16

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

HOUSE SUMMARY
Specifies that no officer, employee or agent of the state
or its subdivisions shall be held personally liable or
named as a party defendant in any action for injuries or
damages suffered as the result of an act or omission of
action in the scope of his employment, and specifies that
the exlusive remedy for such injury or damage shall .be by
action against the employing governmental entity.
Provides exceptions. Authorizes agencies of the state
and its political subdivisions to provide an attorney and
pay certain fees and judgments with respect to such
actions.

29
30
31
4
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Flor1da Senate - 1980

581285

By Senator DunnA bill to be eatitled
2

An act relating to claims· ag:ainst an officer,

3

employee, or agent of the state or its

4

subdivisions; amending s. 768.28(9), Florida

s

e..

Statutes; providing that an officer, employee,

6

or agent of the state shall not be personally

7

liable or named. in any action for injuries or

"d

8

omissions which arise as a result of any act,

9

·fi.1

10

event, or omission of action within the scope

1:8

ii
i:: .!!

li
i.... 'l5u
o
..8�
=

.... .0
:,

11

12

13

of his employment; providing that complaints
shall be presented as a claim against the state
and in any litigation on such claim the state

shall be joined as a party defendant; amending

-�
'25

15

defense of civil actions arising from claims

"S �

16

against an officer, employee, or agent of the

....IS, :,2!

E-

e·i
�5
Cl.-

14

17
18
19

,e j

u8

;a·s.
:, 8
:-o
•-0

��

20
21

22
23
24
�
26

s. 111.07, Florida Statutes; providing for

state or its subdivisions; amending s.

111.071(1)(a), Florida Statutes; authorizing
payment of final judgments in such actions,
providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Subsection (9) of section 768.28, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
768.28

Waiver of sovereign immunity in tort actions;

27

recovery limits; limitation on attorney fees; statute of

�

limitations; exclusions.--

29

30
31

(9) No officer, employee, or agent of the state or its

subdivisions shall be held personally liable in tort or �amed

as a party defendant in any action !&�-a-!��&i--�lttl'°"'ew�-w��eh
1
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has-eeeA-PeAeePee-&fJ&¼A&e-h¼m for any injuries or damages
2 suffered as a result of any act, event, or omission of action
3 in the scope of his employment or function, unless such
4 officer, employee, or agent acted in bad faith or with

5 malicious purpose or in a manner exhibiting wanton and willful
6 disregard of human rights, safety, or property.

8
9

The exclusive

remedy for injury or damages suffered as a result of any act,
event or omission of any officer, employee, or agent of the
state, or its subdivisions, shall be by action against such

10 governmental entity, unless such act or omission was committed
11 in bad faith or with malicious purpose or in a manner
12 exhibiting wanton and willful disregard of human rights,
13
14

15
16
17
18

19

safety, or property.

The state or its subdivisions, shall not

be liable in tort for the acts or omissions of an officer,

employee, or agent committed while acting outside the course

and scope of his emploY,!!!ent or committed in bad faith or with

malicious puq�ose or in a manner exhibiting wanton and willful

disregard of human rights, safety, or property.
Section 2.

Section 111.07, Florida Statutes, is

� amended to read:

21

111,07 Defense of civil actions against public

� officers, employees, or agents.--Any agency of th� state, or
23 any county, municipality, or political-subdivision of the

24 state is authorized to provide an attorney to defend any civil

25 actions arising from a complaint for damages or injury,
26

suffered as a result of any act or omission of ePe ...h�-&fJ&¼A&�

27

any of its officers, employees , or agents for acts or

�

omissions arising out of and in the scope of their employment

�

or function, unless, in the case of a tort action, such

31

purpose, or in a manner exhibiting wanton and willful

30 officer, employee, or agent acted in bad faith, with malicious
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disregard of human rights, safety, or property.

Defense of

2 such civil actions shall include, but not be limited to, any

3 civil rights lawsuit seeking relief personally against such
4 officers, employees, or agents for acts or omissions under

5 color of state law, custom, or usage, wherein it is alleged
6 that such officer, employee, or agent has deprived another
7 person of his rights secured under the federal constitution or
a laws.

Legal representation of an officer, employee, or agent

9 of a state agency may be provided by the Department of Legal
10 Affairs.

If any agency of the state or any county,

11 municipality, or political subdivision of the state is

12 authorized pursuant to this section to provide an attorney to

13 defend a civil action arising from a complaint for damages or
14

injury suffered as a result of any act, or omission of action

15 of any of e*•¥!h,-a,a¼�s• its officers, employees, or agents
16

17

and fails to provide such attorney, then said agency, county,
municipality, or political subdivision shall reimburse any

18 such defendant who prevails in the action for court costs and

19 reasonable attorney's fees. •Agency of the state• or "state

� agency• as used in s. 111.071 shall include the executive
� departments, the Legislature, and the judicial branch.
22

Section 3.

Paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section

" 111.071, Florida Statutes, is amended to reads
24

111.071

Payment of judgments or settlements against

25 officers, employees, or agents of any county, municipality,

J6 political subdivision, or certain agencies of the state.-27

(1)

Any county, municipality, political subdivision,

� or agency of the state which has been excluded from

29 participation in the Insurance Risk Management Trust Fund is
� authorized to expend available funds to pay:
31
3
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(a)

Any final Pe-t!W&Ral judgment, ind.uding damages,

2 costs, and attorney's fees, arising from a camplaint for
3 damages or injury suffered as a result of any act or omission

4- of action of �a•R&� any officer, employee, ar agent htte-e9
5 ae-pe�s9ft-9¼�-�•&e�e in a civil or civil rights lawsuit
6 described in s. 111.07.

If the civil action arises under s.

7

7"68. 28 as a tort claim, the limitations and provisiGns of s.

8

768.28 governing payment shall apply.

9 civil rigbts action arising under 42

If th� action is a

u.s.c.

s. 1983, or

10 similar federal statutes, payments for the full amount of the
11 judgment may be made unless the officer, employee, or agent
12 has been determined in the final judgment to have caused the
13 harm intentionally.

14

15 law.

Section 4.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

16

17

18
19
20
21
22

23

24

25

SENATE SUMMARY
Provides that an officer, employee, or agent of the state
shall not be personally liable in tort or named in any
action for injuries or omissions which arise as a result
of any act, event, or omission of action in the scope of
his employment or function. Provides that any person
having such a complaint shall present it as a claim
against the state and in any litigation on such claim
shall join the state a-s a party defendant.. Provides for
defense of civil actiot1a arising from claims against an
officer, employee, or agent of the state or its
subdivisions. Authorizing payment of final judgments in
such actions.

26
27
28
29

30

31

4
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